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Abstract

We describe the process of using existing database

middleware tools for deployment of geographic informa-

tion systems across the enterprise. We will investigate the

impacts on system design, including how the relational

model can be simplified by incorporating implicit geographic

relationships. We will also discuss how the multi-tiered

environment impacts on deployment.

Data integration and sharing using SpatialWare will be in-

vestigated showing how it allows one to manage spatial

and business information in a single database.  This allows

for widespread sharing of data while eliminating much of

the expense associated with data duplication and local stor-

age of data. We will discuss how data integration is trans-

forming spatial information systems, allowing existing IT

infrastructures to manage their geographic data.

We will describe how by conducting much of the spatial

analysis on the server, SpatialWare delivers more efficient

and productive processing of spatial queries. It will be shown

how a spatial server provides distributed processing of

spatial queries using a standard relational database as the

repository for the data.  In addition we will discuss how

this results in reduced network traffic, improved response

time and thin spatially enabled clients, when compared to

traditional GIS.
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1. Introduction

Middleware spatial tools provide two broad areas of inte-

gration:

They allow spatial data to be directly stored in the rela-

tional database.

They provide a layer for query on this spatial information.

Integration of the middleware components is as either:

part of the server architecture, as with Informix datablades;

or a separate process where the server has no knowledge

about the spatial server. Middleware layers can be held

physically on the server or run on a separate server.

Spatialware is a middleware layer which can store its data

directly in Oracle or Informix.  This builds on the core

functionality of the server, thus allowing normal data man-

agement principals to be applied across both spatial and

non-spatial data.

Distribution across the enterprise may entail multiple spa-

tial servers, which distributes the processing load, giving

true scalability and deployment across the whole enter-

prise. Traditional database clients can continue to have ac-

cess to the database server in parallel with the spatial us-

ers, while end users applications can be spatially enabled

to provide spatial query in a thin client situation. Multi-

tiered distribution of spatial information servers allows
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load distribution across the enterprise to provide rapid

response to spatial queries.

The first part of this paper will explore important issues

regarding the use of middleware to provide GIS solutions

based on relational databases. We will consider impacts

on system design, including how the relational model can

be simplified by incorporating implicit geographic relation-

ships.  The issue of data integration will then be addressed,

followed by a description of how middleware can assist in

providing a thin client.

A description will be given of how SQL has been extended

with spatial functions and predicates that let users per-

form all the typical spatial data modelling and analysis ca-

pabilities required by GIS systems.

We will then examine how the extended SQL that

SpatialWare uses is open, with published standards for in-

terfaces, data storage and operations, in particular the May

1996, SQL/Multimedia and Application Packages (SQL/MM)

standards for spatial data handling.  This means that users

can access and manipulate mapping information using the

common programming language used throughout the da-

tabase world.  Following this, we will discuss  how this

standard provides for abstract data types to collect point,

line and polygon geometric primitives into instances of a

spatial object. In addition, we will outline how SQL/MM

has been implemented, defining the abstract data type.

The second part of this paper investigates the importance

of data in spatial data warehouses, with considerations of

integrity and management. We will discuss the implications

of business rules including topological constraints, and will

show how organisations can use spatial business rules,

without mapping components, to improve analytical and

operational parameters.

We will conclude that data and data management is the

most important component of spatial systems. Traditional

IT infrastructures  will use new middleware tools for geo-

graphic data management in relational databases.

2. Important Issues on the Use of
Middleware to Provide GIS Based on
Relational Databases

2.1. Impacts on System Design

Implicit relationships between spatial entities result in vastly

fewer explicit relational joins being necessary. For exam-

ple, in modelling road centrelines, parcel boundaries are

implicitly connected to the road.  Thus, if a new road is

constructed, then the relationship between the road and

the parcel does not have to be explicitly stored in the

database. While this simplifies the system design, it also

creates implicit business rules.  As these rules are not al-

ways obvious, careful consideration is needed in defining

the data to ensure correct application. One example of a

non intuitive interaction between seemingly unrelated fea-

tures is the interaction between address and parks. If ad-

dress were dynamically segmented along roads then parks

would be considered as breaks in address, thus the ad-

dress segmentation and park feature are related.  As the

relationship between park and address is implicit, the seg-

mentation algorithm will need to take into account the

park.

The following modelling techniques have proven to be use-

ful in defining geographic entities that follow the correct

behaviour and simplify business rules:

Abstraction to layers of interaction: In a traditional

GIS, features tend to be represented in functional lay-

ers, such as a roads layer.  As the database provides

views of the data, one further layer of abstraction from

a functional feature to an interactive feature allows

business rules to be defined for super classes. Con-

sider the dynamic segmentation model for represen-

tation of linear data along a road. One level of abstrac-

tion allows all segmented data to be stored in the same

entity with subclasses defining attributes and the ab-

stract class defining the segmentation.  Hence, the in-

teraction between segmentation data and the actual

linear features is abstracted and business rules are sim-

plified. This abstraction can also be called grouping of

interactive features.
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Separation of non interactive features: Inclusion of

non interactive features with the same functional class

should be avoided. For example, definition of parks and

parcels should be in non-interactive layers. Often parks

may be exactly defined by parcel boundaries, however

there are many cases where the physical park bound-

ary differs from the legal definition of the boundary.

By modelling the park in a separate non interactive

layer, dynamic queries may be used to extract the par-

cel definition of a park without losing the physical

boundary definition.

Apply spatial checks to spatial entities: Often, busi-

ness rules need to involve interactive checking proc-

esses. Again, consider the relationship between parks

and addresses.  Sometimes a park may have been allo-

cated an address, or part of a park may have been allo-

cated an address. These rules relate to the physical

position of the park, as a building on the park may have

an address. Definable business rules between parks and

addresses needs to involve human intervention and

checking to allow for these unusual exceptions.

2.2. Data Integration

Data integration is transforming spatial information sys-

tems, allowing existing IT infrastructures to manage their

geographic data. Traditional spatial information required

specialised knowledge of the proprietary system to ex-

ecute day to day data management activities. By spatially

enabling traditional databases, the existing business infor-

mation systems can be built on to give additional spatial

storage. This extends the traditional data warehouse al-

lowing database administrators to view spatial data as just

another database and as such requires no special skills to

manage the data.

Within the corporate sector, there is considerable resist-

ance by information technology managers to additional

data repositories outside of their existing infrastructure.

Data integration main-streams the concept of spatial data

management, and implies buy in from IT managers who

are resistant to the high risks involved in relying on spe-

cialised skills to manage part of the data repository.

The extension of the single database to give widespread

sharing of corporate data can lever off the existing IT in-

frastructure allowing enterprise wide access to the spatial

data while avoiding duplication of data and local storage

issues.

2.3. Thin Clients

Middleware layers provide powerful spatial query results,

passing only the results to the client.  Spatial query servers

like SpatialWare use spatial indexes to optimise the que-

ries and minimise the impact on the server, while never

downloading the spatial data to a separate spatial reposi-

tory. These spatial indexes provide implicit relationships

between spatial objects which can be used as joins and

filters to produce sophisticated implicit analysis of the data.

There are two broad groups of clients for spatial informa-

tion servers, non graphical and graphical.

2.3.1. Non-graphical

Non graphical user interfaces can apply spatial business

rules to analysis of data. These interfaces typically view

small sections of the data, often one record, where this

small piece of data may be the result of a complex spatial

query. Spatial query servers execute the query and pass

only the result back to the client. Minimal network band-

width is required for this type of client.

2.3.2. Graphical

Graphical users view much larger sections of the data at a

time. While the spatial queries are still processed server

side, client side handles considerable large data through-

put. Cartographic design can often be used to reduce the

amount of network bandwidth needed to draw the map.

These type of users represent a significant risk in terms of

network bandwidth and server load.

When designing the clients it is important to manage the

data requirements for map redraw. Vector based distribu-

tion of maps have a variable and possibly high data volume

requirement.  In the worst case, it is possible for a user to

request all spatial information in the database to redraw

one map.
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Raster based distribution of maps across the corporation

provides a manageable medium where the network load

is definable and related to the number of users. These raster

images can be given much of the function of a vector map

by using spatial queries to drill down as the user interacts

with the system. These raster maps can be generated dy-

namically in a separate middle-ware layer to provide en-

terprise-wide thin client with both spatial queries and

mapping functions. This differs considerably from traditional

GIS solutions which typically use vector map redraw and

often require large local storage or high network band-

width.

2.4. Spatial Extensions to Structured Query

Language (SQL)

Spatially extended SQL provides an accepted interface to

spatial data query. Organisations can extend their existing

applications to provide spatial query by using standard SQL

result sets via commercial tools such as Visual Basic, Del-

phi, PowerBuilder, or C++.  This middleware enabling proc-

ess gains industry credibility with the establishment of SQL

standards relating to spatial query.

The major extensions to the SQL standard, as defined by

Spatialware, include:

A spatial data type for storing spatial data

Additional SQL operators and predicates for manipulating

spatial data

An object-oriented operator for sub-classing and inherit-

ance

An extended transaction model that includes transactions

involving spatial data

Additional data dictionary functionality to maintain the

information required for projects, thematic display, trans-

formations, and accuracy

SQL is extended to include the following spatial predi-

cates:

Overlaps: Is used to determine whether the selected

object overlaps another selected object, where and

object can be a point, line or polygon.

Contains: Is used to determine whether the selected

object completely contains another selected object.

Contained by: Is used to determine whether the selected

object is completely contained by another selected

object.

Adjacent: Is used to determine whether the selected

object shares any points with another selected object.

At start of:  Is used to determine whether the start point

of a line is touching a selected object at just that point.

At end of: Is used to determine whether the end point of

a line is touching a selected object at just that point.

Connected to: Is used to determine whether the start

or end points of a line are touching a selected object

at one of the start or end points.

The following functions are included in spatial SQL:

Adjacent: Returns the common points of the two input

objects.  The following examples, drawn from

SpatialWare help, detail how adjacency is utilised:

Two points have an adjacency if they have the same coor-

dinates (which means they are identical), or are within

the database tolerance of each other.

Two polylines have an adjacency if they share any line seg-

ment, or intersect at any point(s).
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Minimum Enclosing Rectangle (MER): Returns the

smallest rectangle that can contain the submitted ob-

ject.

Buffer: Returns an object which encloses the specified

object by the defined buffer distance.

Centroid: Returns the point which is the centroid of the

specified object.

Overlap: Returns an object corresponding to the inter-

section of the two specified objects.

Contain: From two submitted objects, the first object is

returned if it is completely contained by the second

object.

Geometry_union: Returns the geometric union of the

two specified objects.

Length: Returns the length of the selected object.

Slope: Returns the slope of the selected object.

Area: Returns the area of the selected object.

Perimeter: Returns the perimeter of the selected ob-

ject.

Skeleton: Returns the skeleton of the specified object.

The following example displays the use of spatial SQL in a

query:

select parcel.owner,

area(overlap(buffer(road.sw_geometry, 100, 1),

       parcel.sw_geometry))

  from road, parcel

 where buffer(road.geometry, 33, 1) overlaps

parcel.geometry

   and road.status = ‘formed’;

This selects the area of road buffered to 100m overlapped

with the specified parcels, where a 33m buffer of the

road overlaps the specified parcels.

The extended SQL defined in this section conforms to

the May 1996, SQL/Multimedia and Application Packages (SQL/

MM) standards for spatial data handling.  The next section

will discuss a specific Spatialware implementation of SQL

MM for utilisation on an Oracle database.

2.5. Spatialware Implementation of SQL

MM for Oracle

SpatialWare has implemented the SQL MM standard to

provide a middleware layer for spatially enabling Oracle

databases. Currently, this interface has been implemented

on Oracle and is soon to be extended to Informix

datablades. We will discuss the Oracle implementation.

Within the Oracle database, Spatialware adds two columns

to each table to be spatially enabled. These two columns

are named SW_MEMBER and SW_GEOMETRY. The

SW_MEMBER column is of type 4 byte integer and is used

by the spatial indexing. SW_GEOMETRY is of type long

raw and holds a blob representation of the spatial object.

As Oracle is limited to one long raw per table only one

spatial object can be added per tuple. This limitation can

Two polygons are adjacent if their boundaries share any

line segment, or their boundaries intersect at any

point(s).

A point and a polyline are adjacent if they intersect at any

point, and a point and a polygon are adjacent if the

point intersects the polygon’s boundary (or vice versa)

at any point.
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be overcome by using separate tables to store alternative

spatial views. These two columns together represent the

ST_SpatialObject container that holds the following geo-

metric primitives: points, polylines, circular arcs and poly-

gons with or without holes. In addition, and invisible to the

non DBA user, are tables that hold the spatial data diction-

ary.

The spatial index tables provide the backbone needed to

efficiently execute spatial queries while minimising the load

on the Oracle server. The elegance of this solution is shown

when considering the implications for consistency and se-

curity of the data. Spatialware uses the existing Oracle

security defined for the table, hence, users’ access rights

to the spatial data  and business data will match.

The spatial query performance under load matches the

Oracle performance, so the SpatialWare middleware layer

builds on the scalability of Oracle. Furthermore, separa-

tion of the middleware layer onto a distributed server ac-

cesses the Oracle server without competing for compu-

ter resource.

2.5.1. Query Optimization in SpatialWare

SpatialWare for Oracle does its own query  parsing, which

manages RTree and all other issues relating to the data-

base. The SW_Optimizer calculates the most efficient ac-

cess path, in essence deciding on the how queries are passed

through to Oracle. If a query is non spatial, then it is passed

directly to oracle, while spatial queries are resolved in a

number of steps: if the query involves a join then a greedy

join algorithm is used where the right hand side is visited

once for each object on the left hand side.

2.5.2. Example of Query Optimization for

SpatialWare

The following example has been taken from the

SpatialWare help documentation.

SELECT C1.*, C2.* FROM C1, C2 WHERE C1.GEOMETRY

OVERLAPS C2.GEOMETRY;

This query also joins all the attributes of class C1 with the

attributes of class C2. However, in this case, there is a

“spatial join predicate”. The classes are still joined in

the order specified by the FROM clause, but perform-

ance is improved because, for every feature/record in

class C1, only the record with those features in C2

that satisfy the join predicate is joined - in this case,

only those features that overlap the feature of C1.

By eliminating records from the inner plan through the

use of a join predicate, performance is improved be-

cause fewer records need to be handled in total, i.e.,

rather than comparing every record in the first data

set with every record in the second, only those records

from the second data set which satisfy the join predi-

cate are joined.

3. Significance of Data in Spatial Data
Warehouses

Spatially enabled databases extend the scope of the exist-

ing corporate database enormously. Current business in-

formation can be spatially enabled to add real value. In

addition, other data sets are implicitly spatially related, which

extends the scope of the database enormously, providing

analysis between data sets which are seemingly unrelated

(until the spatial characteristics are considered). This con-

sideration differs markedly from the traditional data match-

ing requirements of databases where all data needs to be

modelled and integrated.

Consider the addition of statistics New Zealand meshblock

data.  In a relational database, each of the entities that

need to have a relationship represented will need to have

a data matching process, followed by alteration of the en-

tity to contain the meshblock relationship. Within a spatial

data model, this relationship is implicit in the data, hence,

all spatial entities are implicitly related. Correspondingly, a

spatially enabled database needs to be focused on adding

spatial datasets of relevance to the business.

3.1. Topological Constraints and Business

Rules

Business rules in a relational database are strict and de-

fined, and are generally managed dynamically as the data is

altered. Within a spatially enabled database, these business

rules are difficult to manage dynamically. Consider the re-

lationship between meshblock and location.  If a new set
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of meshblock boundary tables are input, the boundaries

may have moved significantly, and clients’ meshblock may

have altered. Effectively, this is altering the relationship with

none of the relational referential considerations. An ex-

ample business rule could be a checking process to verify

whether all clients are in the same meshblock as previ-

ously defined, and producing an exception report that needs

to be manually verified.

Critchlow Associates Limited have recently undergone this

exact process with the introduction of the 1996 census

meshblocks, which differ in location to the 1991 census as

the boundaries have been refined to more closely match

road centrelines.

3.2. Querying Without Mapping

Components, to Improve Analytical and

Operational Parameters

Spatially enabled entities are implicitly  related to all other

entities in the same world. Consider a simple database of

spatial entities with no explicit relationships.  All entities

are related implicitly and much significant business infor-

mation can be determined. A more specific example is the

relationship between reported crimes and their police sta-

tions. These crime records are explicitly related to the

station by the dispatch location.  However, they are implic-

itly related to their station by location. A resourcing study

of stations would be biased towards the stations with higher

police resource showing how many incidents were acted

on, while the spatial analysis would give a different picture

of resource demand around each station. The most inter-

esting analysis is a combination of both the spatial and the

relational models. In the station/incident case, true alloca-

tion of resource could be considered in both a  historical

and a predictive sense, where the spatial information sys-

tem produces predictive, and the relational historical.

This increase in the information content of the existing

database, by spatially enabling produces better operational

information. Implicit relationships do not pre-suppose

modelling and thus can have unbiased consideration, while

relational models enforce modelling, therefore implying bias.

Consider station/crime example.  If the dynamic opera-

tional resourcing requirements were allocated in real time

then the relational model would only state who was doing

the work.  If inefficiently allocated resource enforced poor

travel time decisions, then these decisions would be hid-

den resulting in increased  operational resourcing. Alter-

natively a spatial operational system would show demand

location; contain more information relating to travel time;

provide the implicit relationship between station and re-

source requirement; and would produce improved opera-

tional parameters by avoiding pre-supposed business mod-

elling.

4. Conclusion

Data and data management is the most important compo-

nent of spatial systems. Much of the traditional resistance

to spatial information systems has resulted from the pro-

prietary data storage mediums and the need for specialist

skills to manage spatial data. Spatial middleware layers re-

move this necessity, allowing traditional data warehouses

to store and manage spatial information using relational

database technology.

In addition to the ability to store the data, middleware

layers enable spatial queries across the enterprise. Efficient

businesses will use these queries to build spatial business

models that allow greater efficiency. This efficiency comes

at a significant innovation cost as many of the implications

of spatial business are not obvious.
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